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Answer Set Programming in Linguistics
Peter Schüller

Abstract This survey collects scientific works where Answer Set Programming, a declarative knowledge representation and reasoning formalism, is applied to Natural Language
Processing and Computational Linguistics.

1 Introduction
Ever since the invention of computing machines, scientists
have worked on processing natural language with computers. This task has been tightly associated with artificial intelligence [51].
Answer Set Programming (ASP) [39] is a logic programming formalism for knowledge representation and reasoning. We here survey projects where ASP has been applied
to Linguistics. These applications can be split into two areas:
(a) Natural Language Processing, which is about processing text and its content, and (b) Computational Linguistics,
which is about language properties and relationships between
languages.
ASP, different from classical logic, permits nonmonotonic reasoning: the absence of beliefs can be used to make
inferences, and the addition of beliefs can prevent inferences.
This allows the usage of ASP for defining default inferences
that can be blocked once more information becomes available. In analogy, ambiguous words (e.g., ‘bank’) permit several interpretations, and encountering additional words (e.g.,
‘money’) can rule out certain interpretations. Nonmonotonic
reasoning , the possibility to represent linguistic ambiguities
as nondeterministic guesses, and the existence of efficient
evaluation tools (i.e., solvers) that support search with respect to hard constraints and optimization with respect to
weak constraints, make ASP attractive for Linguistics applications.
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2 ASP in Natural Language Processing
Text is also called unstructured information because its content is easily accessible to humans, but it is not formally
structured so that it would be easily accessible to machines.
Natural Language Processing [33] often has the primary aim
to annotate a given text with its structure in order to make the
content accessible to computers. Structural analysis can be
done on several levels, here we will separate Syntax, which
concerns the sequence of words and phrases in a sentence
and their structures, Semantics, which concerns the meaning of sentences, and Pragmatics, which is about interpreting
language in spatial, cultural, and other kinds of context.

2.1 Syntactic Parsing
Text is often analyzed using a Grammar, which is a set of
rules that characterize those sequences of words that are sentences in the language under consideration. Parsing is the
task of finding one or all structures for a given sentence,
while Membership of a sentence in a language can sometimes
be decided without finding an explicit structure [21].
Depending on the expressivity of rules in the grammar,
classes of languages of varying descriptive power have been
identified, for example Regular and Context Free languages
[21]. While it is known that human language is more expressive than Context Free languages [28], for many applications
it is sufficient to use less expressive formalisms.
In the area of syntactic parsing, Drescher and Walsh [15]
used ASP to decide language membership for Context Free
and Regular Languages [21], based on a representation of the
CYK algorithm [21]. Lierler and Schüller [31, 41] performed
parsing with ASP for the Combinatory Categorial Grammar
[47] formalism, also using a CYK representation.
Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) [36] has been used
to learn grammars from examples, usually based on Prolog.
Muggleton et al. [37] used ASP as an alternative to Prolog
for grammar learning with ILP, and found that ASP performs
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better than Prolog in cases that have small instantiation but
a large search space, while Prolog performs better in the reverse case. Kazmi and Schüller [26] applied ASP-based ILP
to chunking (a shallow form of parsing), and improved the
scalability of the XHAIL [38] approach for ASP-based ILP
to make this application feasible.
2.2 Semantic Parsing
Semantic parsing creates representations of text in a mathematical formalism that allows for reasoning about the content
of the parsed text.
Baral et al. [4, 5, 52] created the NL2KR1 system which
translates Combinatory Categorial Grammar parse trees into
an ASP representation using Lambda Calculus terms that
have been learned from corpora. Importantly, the NL2KR
GUI allows non-expert users to provide feedback to the system, and the accuracy of NL2KR improves by learning from
this feedback.
Related with semantic parsing is the area of knowledge
mining where the aim is to extract a specific type of semantic
content from text in a shallow analysis, i.e., without representing the whole meaning of the text at hand. Tari et al. [48]
applied ASP to the automatic discovery of drug-drug interactions in bioinformatics. Their approach is based on retrieving candidate interactions from parse trees of publication abstracts followed by extending and cleaning the set of candidates using ASP reasoning. Liu et al. [32] used ASP to realize syntax-based extraction of aspects in opinion mining.
They emphasize the flexibility and efficiency of ASP for this
task. (Examples for aspects of, e.g., a cellphone model, are
weight and camera quality.) A further shallow semantic analysis based on ASP is the work of Kazmi and Schüller [25]
about the similarity of sentences.
2.3 Pragmatics and Natural Language Understanding
To understand natural language text, it is necessary to go
beyond semantics and to interpret the text to discover the
intention of the writer. This field is called Pragmatics [22].
Two relevant benchmark tasks are Recognizing Textual Entailment (RTE) [14] which is about deciding whether a given
text is a consequence of another given text, and the Winograd Schema (WS) Challenge [29] which is about resolving
a pronoun (or adjective) using common sense knowledge.
Lierler and Lifschitz [30] compared First-Order Logic
and ASP as representations for RTE, in particular they used
the tool boxer [9] which creates a semantic representation
of text according to Discourse Representation Theory [24].
They conclude that FOL and ASP have unique strengths for
RTE: First-Order Logic allows more complex formulas in
representations, while ASP provides nonmonotonic reasoning. In another work about interpreting natural language,
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Schüller [43] realized the abductive language interpretation
framework of Hobbs et al. [20] in ASP.
Apart from the above approaches for interpreting natural
language, the Winograd Schema Challenge has received special attention in several works based on ASP. Schüller [42]
proposed an approach based on graph matching and relevance theory. Bailey et al. [1] proposed the correlation calculus where correlations of belief about logical statements help
to resolve WS. The most general approach was proposed by
Sharma et al. [45], who created a system that finds, retrieves,
and parses text snippets that seem relevant for resolving a
given WS. They extract knowledge from these snippets and
then use it in a graph matching step that determines how to
resolve the pronoun. Importantly, this approach does not require manually encoded knowledge.
2.4 Human Computer Interaction
Several applications of ASP in Linguistics include more than
analyzing natural language input: engaging in a dialog with
a user or providing natural language responses to queries.
Question Answering (QA) [53] aims to exceed classical keyword search and answer natural language questions
about textual content. QA usually involves a representation
for text and queries, and reasoning over both representations. The relationship between QA and knowledge representation/reasoning is described by Balduccini et al. [3] and
includes several pointers to projects based on ASP. Baral et
al. [7] perform QA in the travel domain using ASP for word
sense disambiguation and for counterfactual temporal reasoning. They apply ASP together with Link Grammar [46]
and WordNet [34]. Todorova et al. [49] answer natural language questions about simple travel stories in the presence
of incomplete information. Mitra and Baral [35] used the
XHAIL [38] ILP system for learning ASP rules that answer
questions about natural language stories in the Facebook
bAbI dataset [54] with a much higher accuracy than machine
learning approaches.
ASP has been used in large-scale AI projects in the areas of education and robotics which also include natural language processing. Chaudhri et al. [11] describe Inquire Biology, a project where an ASP representation of a biology textbook is used to answer natural language questions of users
with natural language explanations, and to generate natural
language questions about the book for educational purposes.
Within Inquire, ASP is used for query answering [12] and
for ontological reasoning with defaults and inheritance in a
frame-based representation [6, 13]. Khandelwal et al. [27]
describe the BWIBots robot platform which combines ASP
and probabilistic reasoning for natural language interaction
with users.
Controlled Natural Language (CNL) avoids ambiguity
and missing lexicon entries by defining fragments of natural
language with a unique syntactic and semantic interpretation.
CNL usually provides parsing (input) as well as generation
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(output) within the language fragment. Fuchs et al. [18] describe the Attempto Controlled English (ACE) CNL and the
AceRules tool for interactive reasoning based on a transformation from ACE to ASP and vice versa. Erdem and Oztok [17] created a formalism, tool, and CNL for querying
biomedical databases and for explaining the results of these
queries based on ASP. Guy and Schwitter [19] created the
PENGASP CNL that produces ASP programs as output. They
also provide an authoring tool that predicts sentence continuations and allows for extending the lexicon.

3 ASP in Computational Linguistics
ASP has also been applied for reasoning about properties of
language(s) and for reasoning about linguistic theories.
Brooks et al. [10] have used ASP to compute trees of
historical relationships between languages, based on evolutionary changes of words. Erdem et al. [16] extended these
trees to graphs that can also represent direct exchange of lexicon entries between languages. Scherl et al. [40] use ASP
to extract information about relationships between conversation participants. Inclezan [23] represented a second language acquisition theory in ASP and described a tool for designing second language teaching material. Schüller [44] created a tool for consolidating inconsistent coreference annotations from human annotators based on ASP. Baumgartner
and Burchardt [8] describe how the FrameNET [2] knowledge base and reasoning about frames can be represented in
ASP. Toivanen et al. [50] used ASP for analyzing and generating Finnish poems.

4 Conclusion
ASP has several properties that make it interesting for Linguistics applications: reasoning about defaults, actions, and
change; explainable and decidable reasoning over recursive
structures; and the existence of hard as well as soft constraints. These make ASP a powerful formalism for reasoning about natural language. ASP has been extended in various ways to incorporate properties such as probabilistic reasoning which is useful for dealing with the variability of human language.
Acknowledgements This is a pre-print of an article published in KI Künstliche Intelligenz. The final authenticated version is available online at: http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/s13218-018-0542-z .
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